Intermediate Matching – Careers

Directions: Draw a line from words to their definitions.

A) firefighter  
1) a person who serves your food to you in a restaurant

B) doctor  
2) a person who fixes electrical wiring

C) teacher  
3) a person who keeps people safe from crime

D) barber  
4) a person who builds things, for example: houses

E) carpenter  
5) a person who treats sick people

F) farmer  
6) a person who paints things

G) mechanic  
7) a person who cuts hair

H) electrician  
8) a person who teaches in a school (to children or adults)

I) scientist  
9) a person who puts out fires

J) policeman/policewoman  
10) a person who does scientific work

K) waiter/waitress  
11) a person who fixes mechanical problems

L) painter  
12) a person who grows food